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Libro di testo: Lindsay Clandfield – GLOBAL - Macmillian  

 

Contents: 

Scottish referendum: Scotland votes no to independence. Camerum speech. 

New kinds of tourism: Medical tourism, Culinary tourism, Disaster tourism, Literary tourism. 

Reading: Description of a town - The science of happiness - Science and Technology: On 

line auctions and the Bay phenomenon - In the name of science: possible jobs you could have 

in science.: Garbologist, Forensic entomologist, Gravity research subject - Health and 

Happiness - The Luddites  - Modern technology - The Dawn of the Digital - advantages and 

disadvantages of Mobile phones - Time and Money: a different kind of bank - The English 

language and the number four - Life today is too fast - A lifetime of financial concerns. (the 

retired, the family, the university, the heir, the eight years old, the young couple) - A brief 

history of watches - A Tale of two cities - Charlie Hebdo shooting - Official residences 

around the world - The cat came back - Different homes - Milestones of Modern Medicine - 

Olympic Alps plane crash. How are pilots psychologically screened? 

Old but loved: the Trabant - People talking about their favorite words. 

 

Vocabulary 

Borrow/lend, Time expressions, Money verb phrases, Animals, Feeling ill, Medical 

treatment, Sport, Say. tell, ask. Transport. 

 

Grammar: 

Adjectives and prepositions -  Mind maps - Present perfect with yet and already,  for and 

since, been/gone -  Present perfect and past simple -  Comparative and superlative 

adjectives - The passive voice (Present passive, Past passive) - First, second and third 

conditional - Modal verb of advice - Might e could - Defining relative clauses -  

Collocations: drive, ride, get on/get off, get in/get out. 
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